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Electronic Ticketing for Sanitation Departments
NOVWorks™, Mobizent's mobile ticketing application, provides Sanitation Departments the ability
to issue Notices of Violations (NOVs) efficiently, effectively while eliminating errors and entry duplication.
NOVWorks™, is a comprehensive Sanitation based ticketing
Software for Violation issuance and warnings. to companies,
properties and people. Designed to run on any windows based
Mobile Device, NOVWorks™ provides highly sophisticated
modules that intelligently work together to allow Sanitation
Agents to complete error free violations in the least amount of
time. In addition to our mobile framework, NOVWorks™ also
has a comprehensive back-office system that easily and
seamlessly integrates into Department's databases, Court
Systems and record systems.

NOVWorks™ ensures that the entire process is streamlined,
from the initial entry of the information through the
reporting and data collection analysis, to ensure that
Santiation Departments save time and money. NOVWorks™
"Investigative Search"
feature provides data
analysis and data
visualization capabilities
to investigative officers
during any crime
investigation, such as
illegal dumping.
NOVWorks™ also provides
a complete electronic
violation record that not
only provides the standard
required fields, but also
provides a back-office
solution to allow officers
to manage the ticket data.
Our back-office solution provides interfaces to the local
database, the courts, mapping of ticketing data, searching of
the ticket database and many other critical applications.
Features of NOVWorks:

TicketWorks™ improves data
collection, prints an accurate
violation, and eliminates the
need to re-enter data into additional systems.
NOVWorks™ is a cost-effective solution that reduces the
amount of time spent by allowing agents to scan/swipe Drivers
License to capture all the subject information, and select
relevent information from pre-populated list of violations. In
addition, NOVWorks™ also provides latest technological
features like capturing GPS co-ordinates for Location address,
photo capture, Incident sketch drawin and Voice Recording,
Mobizent's famed "Make-Similar" logic allows officers using
NOVWorks™ to complete and issue a violation within 90
seconds.

Electronic scan/swipe of license
Pre-defined lists and options
Printing to portable printer
Advanced security features (biometric, sign. validation)
Wireless or Direct Synchronization
Customizable to Department requirements
Benefits of NOVWorks:
Simplifies and streamlines ticket writing
Reduces paperwork
Reduces Carbon Footprint
Ensures data integrity
Enhances data analysis and visualization
Increases officer productivity
Integrates with Department network
Increase revenue
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